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Lost in translation?
The multiple channel functionality of Silent Conference headphones means that presentations and videos can
be enjoyed in multiple languages simultaneously. Have a speaker not fluent in the language of the country your
conference is in or delegates that require assistance? Use either live translators or pre-prepared, multilingual
soundtracks.
When it’s important and beneficial to share information with a group of mixed nationalities, this is a great
solution.
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Live translation set up
By using our wireless solution and live translators, it is now easy to deliver
presentations to large numbers of delegates of different languages. Using headphones with
multiple channels, attendees at your event can select their preferred language. This enables
global companies to bring their staff from around the world together, at one event.
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Delegates can choose from the audio translations provided by switching the channel
on the headphones. The headphone LED colour will indicate which language they’re
listening to.

Pre - recorded translation set up
Prepare pre-recorded translations that can be queued for delivery by your AV team and
broadcast to the headphones alongside the seminar. Each channel is dedicated to a
language that delegates are able to select during the event.
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Benefits of Silent Conference
- 30 + language translations
- No clunky translation systems
- Colour coded headphones
- Headphones can be locked to language
- Ability to host multiple languages in one room
- No need for transceivers and receivers

What they said...
“For the first time all our employees around the
world were able to attend the same event and
fully engage with the message simultaneously.”
Conference organiser, International bank

The next steps...
For more information: call 02070 600 600 or email hello@silentconference.com

